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June 11,1985

Docket No. 50-336
A04390

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attn: Mr. Edward 3. Butcher, Acting Chief

Operating Reactors Branch #3
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

References: (1) 3. R. Miller letter to W. G. Counsil, dated January 11,1985.

(2) W. G. Counsil letter to 3. R. Miller, dated February 8,1985.

Gentlemen:

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2
Request for Additional Information - NUREG-0737, item II.D.1

In Reference (1) the Staff requested that Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
(NNECO) provide additional information concerning NUREG-0737, TMI Item
II.D.1, performance testing of relief and safety valves. The information
requested included questions related to the selection of transients and valve inlet
conditions, questions related to valve operability, questions on thermal-hydraulic
analysis, and questions on structural analysis. The Staff requested that NNECO
provide responses by Apri: 16,1985.

In Reference (2) NNECO requested an extension until June 5,1985 for providing
the requested information for Millstone Unit No. 2. Accordingly, NNECO hereby
provides the requested information which is attached.

We trust you will find this information satisfactory,
i

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

b .D h
J. F. Opeka '
Senior Vice President

OAQ__s

By: C. F. Sears
Vice President8506170486 850611
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Attachment I

Millstone Unit No. 2

Response to NRC Request for
Additional Information - NUREG-0737, Item II.D.1

NRC Question 1

"The Combustion Engineering Report, CEN 213 indicated that the limiting inlet
fluid conditions during low temperature pressurization transients is a water
discharge event. The C-E lalet Fluid Conditions Report stated that the
pressurizer water solid condition and resulting PORY liquid discharge case was
chosen for the cold overpressurization event since it gave the most severe
pressurization transients. The report further states that a steam bubble can also
exist in the pressurizer during low temperature operation whereby the PORVs
could lif t on steam. No low pressure steam tests were performed by EPRI on the
Dresser PORV. Provide verification that the Millstone Unit No. 2 PORV will
operate successfully on low pressure steam."

Response 1

NNECO agrees that no low pressure steam tests were performed by EPRI on the
Millstone Unit No. 2 PORV. However, the issue of PORY operation on low
pressure steam was considered quantatively in past submittals. Details can be
found in Atachment Reference (1), page 14; Attachment Reference (2), page 3-2
and page 4-11; and Attachment Reference (3), page 3-6. A summary is provided
below.

PORV operation on low pressure steam is bounded by the EPRI low pressure
water tests and the high pressure steam tests. The compressability of a steam
bubble in the pressurizer, acts to cushion the effects of a pressurization. Due to
this cushioning effect, the probability of a PORY opening and the resulting peak
pressure is significantly less than when the pressurizer is water solid. On this
basis, it was determined that low pressure steam tests were not necessary since
the water discharge and high pressure steam tests were bounding.

Since the Dresser PORY performed satisfactorily for all the bounding EPRI
water and high pressure test, it is concluded that the operability of the Millstone
Unit No. 2 PORY has been verified for the low pressure steam case.,

NRC Question 2

; "Two versions of the Dresser model 31533VX-30 PORY were used as PWR
; PORVs. The Dresser model 31533VX-30-1 was the early design version and the

31533YX-30-2 was the later design version which incorporated design changes4

; from the first. The Dresser PORV tested by EPRI was a model 31533VX-30-2
with a bore of 1-5/16 inches. The submittal stated that the Millstone Unit No. 2>

! PORVs are Dresser model 31533VX-30 with 1-5/16 inch diameter bores. The
submittal did not state which design version (-l or -2) was use$t Millstone Unit'

I No.2. If the Dresser model 31533VX-30-1 is used at Millstone Unit No. 2,
'

discuss the design difference and their effects on PORY performance at the
expected inlet fluid condition." ,

!
'

,

,. - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
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Response 2

Millstone Unit No. 2 utilizes three PORVs; two installed, one spare. The spare
PORY was supplied as a 31533VX-30-2 (dash 2). The other two valves were
originally 31533VX-30-1 (dash 1) but were recently field modified to the dash 2
version.

NRC Question 3

"NUREG-0737, Item II.D.1 requires. that the plant-specific PORY Control
Circuitry be qualified for design-basis transients and accidents. Please provide
information which demonstrates that this requirement has been fulfilled."

Response 3

The Millstone Unit No. 2 design basis does not take credit for operation of the
PORVs, thus the valves are not required to be qualified for design-basis
transients and accidents. Therefore, these valves are not enveloped by the
requirements of 10CFR50.49.

For the staff's information, the Millstone Unit No. 2 PORV control circuitry is
designed to withstand an external pressure of 69 psig, a radiation dose of 107
rads and maximum ambient conditions of 2000F, 90% relative humidity. The
electrical cables are kerite, fire retardant products qualified for operation in
harsh environmental conditions (DBA LOCA). Additionally, the PORY . Block
Valves and associated harsh environment components are envirenmentally .
qualified.

NRC Question 4

"The EPRI test condition justification report indicated that the inlet pressure
drop in the test piping must be at least as great as that for the plant to verify
that the tests are an adequate representation of the stable operation of the plant
safety valves. Provide a comparison of the inlet pressure drop for the test and
the plant."

Response 4

As provided in Attachment Reference (4) page C-2.13, the Millstone Unit No. 2
SV inlet pressure drop was predicted to be 193 psid. The reference EPRI test
inlet pressure drop was determined to be 235 psid. Thus, the inlet pressure drop
in the test piping was greater than that predicted for Millstone Unit No. 2.

NRC Question 5

"The Millstone Unit No. 2 block valve, a 2-1/2 inch Velan model B9-45PS-13MS
with a Limitorque SMB-000-5 actuator, was not tested by EPRI. NUREG-0737
Item II.D 1 clarification B requires qualification of the block valve. The '

submittal referenced a report transmitted by R. C. Youngdahl which
demonstrated satisfactory performance of a similar . valve (model B10-3054B-
13MS) with steam flow. The submittal stated that the licensee has reviewed the

- . _ . --- - - -. . _ _ .--
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above report =and concluded that the information contained was' sufficient' to
address the operability of the Millstone Unit No. 2 block valve. However, the |
test valve utilized a larger Limitorque SMB-000-10 operator. Provide additional '

information demonstrating that the Millstone Unit No. 2 block valve will perform
under all expected inlet conditions with the smaller Limitorque operator."

,

1

Response 5

The Millstone Unit No. 2 block valves are 2-1/2 inch,2,500 lb. class, Velan gate
valves with Limitorque SMB-000-5 operators (motor rated for 5 f t. lb. torque).

The similar test valve was a 3-inch,1,500 lb class, Velan which had a Limitorque
model SMB-000-10 operator (motor rated for 10 f t. Ib. torque).

. As indicated above, the test valve was larger than the Millstone Unit No. 2 valve
(3-inch vs. 2-1/2 inch). Thus, the test valve required a larger operator since
stem seating thrust (TR)is directly dependent on valve bore diameter.

The test valve fully opened and closed for all the EPRI tests. These included
tests at reduced torque switch settings, where the torque switch was set to its
lowest setting of 1.0 (normal setting was 1.5).

In addition to the EPRI block valve effort and since the Millstone Unit Ns. 2
block valves are different than those tested, NNECO conducted an independent
evaluation of the Millstone Unit No. 2 PORY block valve / motor opttator
arrangement. As requested by NNECO, Velan recalculated the required seating
thrust of the Millstone Unit No. 2 valves. NNECO then approached Limitorque
to recalculate the operator sizing and torque switch setting based on the Velan
supplied seal thrust. These new calculated torque valves verified the adequacy
of those originally specified and presently maintained at Millstone Unit No. 2.

Specifically, Yelan recalculated the required seat thrust to be 4,930 lb.
Limitorque calculated, for a 4,930 lb. steam thrust, 57 f t. Ib. torque would be
required. Millstone Unit No. 2 maintains a torque switch setting of 4.0 which
results in a developed torque of 64 f t. Ib. (5,517 lb. thrust). On this basis, it is
concluded that the Millstone Unit No. 2 PORY block valve / motor operator
arrangement is adequate to ensure proper valve operation.

NRC Question 6

"The submittal does not present any of the details of the thermal hydraulic
analysis. To allow for an evaluation of the analysis provide an explanation of the
methods and codes used and how they were verified. Identify the important
parameters and the rationale for their selection. This should include a
description of the method used to generate fluid pressures and momenta over
time and the method used to calculate resulting fluid forces on the system. -
Fluid conditions assumed for-the analysis should be provi(ed such as peak
pressure, pressurization rate, back pressure, temperature, fluid range and
number and type of valves actuated,

a-
_ _ _ . - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - . _ _ _ .
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Because ~the ASME Code requires derating of the safety : valves"to 90% of
expected flow capacity, the safety valve analysis should be based on 111% of the j
flow rating unless otherwise justified. Information should be provided explaining j
how the derating of the safety valves was handled and the method used to 1

establish flow rates for the safety valves and PORVs in the analysis."

Response 6

The pressurizer safety and relief valve discharge piping is modeled for the. Stone
& Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) "STEHAM" Computer Code to
predict the transient fluid dynamic forcing functions acting on the pipe segments
due to the operation of the valves and the subsequent effects of a steam
discharge. "STEHAM", which was verified by SWEC using manual calculation
techniques, computes fluid pressures, velocities, and densities over time using
the method of characteristics. Pipe segmmt unbalanced forces are computed
for bounded segments by integrating the rate of change of the fluid momentum
within that control volume. For open pipe segments the discharge blowdown
forces are included.

Each branch has a single and separate diameter. Thus, for each branch modeling ,

piping with more that one diameter, a conservative value for the diameter is
chosen. The CHEST Subroutine is used to model the intersection of many
branches. This subroutine requires a volume input. This input value . is
approximated by the sum of the volumes of one nodal span along each pipe
connected to the chest.

The program selects the integration time steps internally, as a function of the
'

inputted segment lengths and the instantaneous speed of sound. The pressurizer
peak pressure and pressurization rates are as defined in Attachment II.

Three cases were made using the "STEHAM" model generated. The first run.

begins with the pressure in the pressurizer at 2,385 psig. The two relief valves
open, RC-402 and RC-404, and push the water slug into the relief tank of the
pipe, causing significant blowdown forces. The safety valves remain closed.'

The second case models the two safety valves (RC-200 and RC-201) opening while
i the relief valves remain closed. The initial pressure in the pressurizer is 2,485

|
psig and downstream initial conditions remain the same as the first case.

A third case was considered which models the cold overpressurized condition,
'

This occurs during heat-up or cool-down periods where the relief valves, RC-402,i

404, blow down at lower set pressures. Forcing functions due to this condition
are developed using the WATAIR program. WATAIR calculates the one
dimensional transient flow field responses and the flow induced forcing function
in a piping system caused by rapid operation of piping components involving
systems of water with trapped air. WATAIR uses the Runge-Kutta integration

j method supplied by the IBM CSMP package to integrate the governing equations
of the two-phase fluid flow.t

| The safety / relief valve characteristics are identified in Attachment II. The
i valve opening times used were then obtained from testing. The valve resistance
!

-. __. . .,,__ . _ _ _ _ . - . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _,__.__ _. _- _.
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is~ ~ calculated by "STEHAM" as'a function of rated flow | inlet conditions set,

pressure, pipe area, flow derating factors, and orifice size, as it relates to time,
during actuation. For Millstone Unit ~2 the flow was derated to 90% for the
safety valves as required by the ASME Code.

NRC Question 7

"Results from the EPRI tests on the Dresser 31739A safety valve indicate that
the test blowdowns exceeded the 5% value given in the valve specifications, if
the expected plant specific blowdowns also exceed 5%, an increase in pressurizer
liquid level could occur ~ such that the liquid level may reach the safety valve
inlet line and result in a steam-water flow situation. Also, the pressurizer might
be decreased sufficiently so that adequate cooling might not be achieved for
decay heat removal. . Discuss the consequences of potentially higher blowdowns.
Discuss the effects of an increase in pressurizer level on valve performance and
the adequacy of decay heat core cooling at expected reduced pressures."

Response 7

NNECO has predicted that safety valve blowdowns at Millstone Unit No. 2 will
range between 10-15% This exceeds the previously assumed value of 5% (as
specified by the ASME Code). To address this variance, NNECO participated in
a Combustion Engineering Owner's Group (CEOG) activity to evaluate and justify
extended safety valve blowdowns at Millstone Unit No. 2. The approach and the
results of this effort was submitted by NNECO to NRC via- Attachment
Reference (4)(page C-1,1). A summary is provided below.

.

The objective of the CEOG program was to demonstrate that the steam
conditions are maintained at the safety valve inlets during discharges. Another
objective of the effort was to verify that flashing does not occur in the primary
loop or the reactor vessel as a result of the extended safety valve blowdown.

| To be conservative, the CE analysis assumed 20% blowdown. Calculations were
|. performed using CE's LTC computer code. This code has been verified against
; plant data. Details of the code are provided in Attachment Reference (4).

The results of the analysis are presented as pressurizer pressure and level curves
in Attachment Reference (4) Appendix C-1 Figures 3 and 4. For convenience
these figures are attached as Figures 3 and 4. Two pressurizer level curves are
presented for each plant. The lower curve represents the pressurizer level as
calculated by the LTC code. This curve is considered to be conservative since it
was obtained by assuming conservatively biased initial conditions to maximize
pressurizer level. The upper curve was generated from the lower curve by
adding additional conservatisms in the pressurizer. model, i.e., no mixing of
initial pressurizer liquid inventory with insurge, and no disengagement of flashed
steam from the liquid phase. Consequently, the upper curve has a high degree of
conservatism with respect to high pressurizer level. The elevation of the
pressurization safety valve nozzles is also shown on these graphs to indicate the4

; magnitude of the elevation margin between the maximum liquid level and the
: safety valve nozzles. A review of the pressurizer level curves shows that in no

case does pressurizer liquid level reach the elevation of the pressurizer safety
valve nozzles.
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To address reactor coolant subcooling, Figure 15 of Reference Attachment (4)-
Appendix C' was developed. ~ This figure is attached as Figure 15 and discussed
below.-

An extended blowdown of the primary system, if great enough, can reduce the
pressure below the saturation pressure of the coolant in the reactor vessel of
primary loop, causing formation of a steam bubble. A likely place for steam
bubble formation is in the reactor vessel upper head, since the highest coolant
temperatures, and hence the highest coolant saturation pressure, exist at the
core outlet. During the blowdown of the safety valves, the reactor is in a post-
trip condition. Therefore, loop - and reactor temperatures are generally
decreasing along with the pressure, tending to maintain reactor cooling

'

temperatures below saturation. Figure 15 presents a pair of limiting
temperature curves, vs. time which demonstrate that flashing will not occur in
the primary loop or reactor vessel during the extended safety valve blowdowns
(20% assumed).

NOTE: The curves plotted on Figure 15 are bounding curves and do not'

represent actual Millstone Unit No. 2 conditions. Actual Millstone
Unit No. 2 upper head minimum saturation temperatures would ,be
higher and upper head fluid maximum temperatures would be lower
than those plotted.

Thus, as summarized above and as detailed in Reference (4) Appendix C.1, it is
concluded that the safety valve blowdowns expected at Millstone Unit No. 2 will
not (1) result in safety valve liquid discharge, or (2) result in formation of a
steam bubble in the reactor vessel or reactor coolant loops.

i
'

NRC Question 8

" Thermal expansion of the pressurizer causing displacement of the piping nozzle,,

and the thermal expansion of the piping from the nozzle to the valve can
contribute to a bending moment induced in the valve body. The submittal did not
discuss the bending moments applied to either the plant specific safety valves or

| the PORVs. Provide a discussion comparing the measuring moments on the ;

i tested valves to the calculated moments on the plant specific valves. Verify
I that the bending moments would not have an adverse effect on the operability of

the plant specific valves."

| Response 8

. For the purpose of demonstration of safety valve operability, the effects of
discharge piping loadings on the mechanical stroking ability of safety valve
internals were evaluated. During the test program the safety valves were
subjected to loads two times greater than those predicted which included the
effects associated with deadweight, thermal expansion, safe shutdown

, earthquake, and safety / relief valve discharge loading cases. These loadings did
I not result in any measurable effects on valve operability.

,

|

. - - - . . . - - , - . - - .
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NRC Question 9

4 "The December 15 1982 submittal states that the fluid transient and pipe stress,

- portion of the analysis for Millstone 2 are complete and that the support and
- restraint review is in progress. It further states that few,if any, modifications
are expected and that the analysis and tests indicate that. the pressurizer

| discharge piping will have no adverse effect on valve performance or operability.
No details or documentation of the stress analysis or of the results of support

' and restraint review have been provided. To allow for a complete evaluation of
the structural analysis additional information is required. Provide a description
of the methods and computer programs used and explain how the programs used
have been verified. Identify the multiple valve opening sequence used to produce
the . worst case loading on the piping and supports. Identify the load combinations
considered in the analysis and the allowable stress limits used.

Describe the method used to apply the fluid forces to the structural model.
Since the forces acting on a typical pipe segment are composed of a net or
" wave" force and opposing " blowdown" forces, the method for handling both

,

$ - types of forces should be described."

Response 9

The stress analysis of the existing piping system was done by utilizing the
NUPIPE-SW computer program which was verified by comparison to programs
presently benchmarked by the NRC.

The basic method of analysis used in NUPIPE-SW is the finite element stiffness
method. In accordance with this method, the continuous piping is
mathematically idealized as an assembly . of elastic structural members
connecting discrete nodal points. Nodal points are placed in such a manner as to4

isolate particular types of piping elements, such as straight runs of pipe, elbows,
valves, etc., for which force-deformation characteristics can be categorized.
Nodal points are also placed at all discontinuities, such as piping supports,
concentrated weights, branch lines, and changes of cross section. System loads
such as weights, equivalent thermal forces, and earthquake inertia forces are
applied at the nodal points. Stiffness characteristics of the interconnecting
members are related to the effective shear areas and moment of inertia of the

! pipe. The stiffness of piping elbows and certain branch connectors is modified to
account for local deformation effects by the flexibility factors suggested in theI

applicable piping codes.
I

The multiple valve opening sequences used to produce the worst case loading on'

the piping and supports are as identified in the response to Question 6. The,

results from cases one and two enveloped those of case three, and hence the
worst case loadings from each were used.

The total time used for the time history analysis was selected such that it would
envelope the significant input of the forcing functions. This total time is divided

,| Into integration time steps sufficiently small to adequately address the input.
!

| Critical-damping valves used for both the time history and the pipe stress
analyses were in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.61. The cutoff frequency

| for the time history analysis was determined from a free vibration study while
the pipe stress analysis cutoff frequency was selected from the rigid range. Thei

'

|
,

7
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mass spacing criteria for the pipe stress analysis located lumped masses at all
concentrated weights, changes in direction, and at least one intermedia.te point
between supports. ' Supports ~ and equipment restraints are modeled as identified
in Attachment II. Actuators are modeled as lumped weights at the actuator
center of gravity.

Fluid forces are applied to the structural model using digitized forcing function.
For each forcing function a dynamic force scaler is derived and applied to the
pipe segment. When more than one forcing function was developed for a pipe
segment, they were applied simultaneously to account for dynamic analysis
effects.

A final evaluation of the pipe stresses and support loadings has been completed.
The modifications to the inlet piping, namely the removal of the loop seals, were
completed during the April 1983 refueling outage. - The modifications were
implemented as designed and hence all pipe stresses are acceptable in
accordance with the criteria delineated in Attachment III.

The supports / restraints were evaluated using the loads generated by the
3

aforementioned pipe stress analysis. As a result of this evaluation, fifteen
support modifications were identified. These modifications were also completed
during the April 1983 refueling outage. The modifications include: snubber and
spring changeouts; the removal of supports; and resetting a number of engineered
supports. As installed, the supports are in accordance with all requirements of
the AISC Steel Construction Code,8th Edition.

1

l
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Attachment References
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(1) W. G. Counsit letter to D. G. Eisenhut,' dated July 9,1982. C EN-213,
- " Summary Report on the Operability of PORV's in CE Design Plants" June,
-1982.

(2) EPRI NP-2318-LD " Valve Inlet Fluid Conditions for Pressurizer Safety and
Relief Valves in CE Designed Plant", April,1982.

(3) W. G. Counsil letter to D. G. Eisenhut, dated April 13, 1982. EPRI PWR
Safety and REllef Valve Test Program Test Condition Justification~

Report", June 1982.

(4) W..G. Counsil letter to D. G. Eisenhut, dated January 6,1983. CEN-227,
" Summary Report on the Operability of Pressurizer Safety Valves in CE
Designed Report", December,1982.
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FIGURE 3
MILLSTONE 2 ~
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FIGUFIE 4
. MILLSTONE 2
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FIGURE 15 * "

UPPER HEAD MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES AND
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Attachment II
,

'

Important Input Parameters
,

[
L Thermal Hydraulic Analysis: ~ Safety Valve Relief Valve
[.

' Set Pressure (psig) 2485 2385

( Rated Flow Rate (Ib/hr) 296,000 153,000

y Peak Pressure (psla) 2,555 -2,555

Pressurization Rate (psi /sec) 53 50

Pipe Stress Analysis:-
u

Cutoff Frequency 50 Hz or 50 Modes=

1/2% for OBE; 1% for SSECritical Damping Ratio =
.,

' Support Stiffnesses:

1 x 106 (ib/in
'

o Translational =

1 x 108 (in-lb)/ radiano Rotational =

Equipment Stiffnesses:

1 x 109 lb/ino Translational =

. I x 1011 (in-lb)/ radiano Rotational =

;

r

1

i

I
i

..
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Appendix 111

Support / Restraint Stress Criteria

LOADING COMBINATION STRESS LIMIT

Bending & Tension 2

1Deadweight + Thermal 0 + SRSS (Anchor

Movements + OBE + Max (SOT or SOT )) AISC AllowableS R

Deadweight + Thermal 10 + SRSS (SSE +
.

Max (SOTR or SOT or SOT )) (4/3) AISCS C
Allowable

,.
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1 Appendix III -

Millstone' Unit No. 2
ASME Class 2 Pipe Stress Criteria

. Section III - 1974 Edition
Addenda through Summer 1979

LOAD COMBINATIONS STRESS LIMIT

NC-%52.1 - Equation 8

Pressure + Deadweight 1.0 Sh

NC-3652.2 - Equation 9

Upset,

Pressure + Deadweight + OBE 7 +I

Max (SOTR or SOTS) 1.2 Sh

Faulted

lPressure + Deadweight + SSE e 7 +

Max (SOTR or SOT ) 2.4 ShS

NC-3652.3 - Equation 10

Thermal 1.0 SA

NC-3652.3 - Equation 11

Pressure + Deadweight + Thermal 1.0 (S + S )h A

SA = Allowable Stress Range
= 1.25 S 8 + 0.25 Sc9h

i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ - _ _ _ .
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Appendix Ill

_ Millstone Unit No. 2
ASME Class 1 Pipe Stress Criteria

- Section 111 - 1974 Edition
Addenda through Summer 1979

LOAD COMBINATIONS STRESS LIMIT 6

Design Condition - NB-3652 - Equation 9

Design Pressure + Deadweight + OBEl 1.5Sm

- Upset Condtion - NB-3653 - Equation 10

2(Operating Pressure + Thermal + OBE +

Anchor Movements 3 + Max (SOTR or SOT ) 3SmS

If Equation 10 is not satisfied, and the requirements of NB-3653 must be
considered, use the following load combinations.

(a) Calculate Sp (Equation 11) using the same load
combination defined for Equation 10.

(b) NB-3653.6 - Equation 12

Thermal + Thermal Anchor Movements 3Sm

(c) NB-3653.6 - Equation 13

(Operating Pressure + Deadweight +

l 4R or SOT ) + Therma! )OBE + Max (SOT 3

Faulted Condition - NB-%57 - Equation 9
r -

1Design Pressure + Deadweight + SSE +
Max (SOT or SOT )S R

- - _ _ - - . - - - - - - . - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - --u- -&
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Appendix III

1. One-half the full range of seismic moments excluding seismic anchor
movements.

2. Full range of seismic moments.

3.' Full range of moments dues to thermal anchor movements and seismic
. anchor movements.

4. Include only the gross discontinuity effects as required by Equation 13.

5. For members which must function in compression, the compressive load
shall not exceed 0.9 times the AISC (Sixth Edition) critical buckling load.

6. . $m ~= Allowable Stress at the Maximum Operating Temperature form
Appendix 1 of Section 111 of the ASME Boller and Pressure Vessel Code
(Addenda Through Summer 1979).

7. If seismic anchor movements are not included in Equation 9, then these
effects must be included in Equations 10 and 11,

S = Material allowable at maximum operating temperature from Appendix8. h
I of Section III of the ASME Boller and Pressure Vessel Code (Addenda
Through Summer 1979).

9. Sc = Material allowable at minimum temperature from Appendix ! of.

Section !!! of the ASME Boller and Pressure Yessel Code (Addenda Through
Summer 1979).

10. Thermal contributions were excluded when they tended to decrease the
overallload..

System Operating TranslentSOT =

SOTR= Relief Yalve Discharge Transient!

SOTS = Safety Valve Discharge Transient!
|

; SOTC= Cold Overpressurization Discharge Transient

Operating Basis EarthquakeOBE =

Safety Shutdown EarthquakeSSE =

. - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ ___-


